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1.

Toxic Substances Control Act- PCB- The 50 ppm regulatory cutoff
in the PCB Ban Rule does not apply to the cleanup of PCB spills.

2.

To xi c Su bsta nce s Control ~ct - PCB - A PC B spill must be cl ean ed up
to the l owe st l evel be l ow 50 ppm pr ac t i cab ly at tainab l e t hr ough t he
use of nor;nal cleanup iTlethods.

3.

Toxic Substances Control Act - PCB - Respondent assessed a penalty
of $3,750, where the spill had been cleaned up to a level of 13 ppm
PCBs, but the record showed that it could have been cleaned up to
much lower levels by application of normal cleanup methods.

Appearances:
Lisa S. Seglin, United States Environmental Protection
Agency, Region V, Chicago, Illinois, for Complainant.
Jeffrey 0. Cerar, Squire, Sanders, and Dempsey, 1201
Pennslyvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. for
Respondent.

INITIAL D[CIS10N

This is a proceeding under the Toxic Substances Control Act ("TSCA"),
section l6( a ), 15 U.S.C. 2615(a ), for the assessm ent of civil p2n al ti cs fo r
violation of a rule promulgated under section 6(e) of the Act, 15 U.S.C.
2605(e), esta blishing prohibitions and requir ements for the manufacture,
processing, distribution in commerce, use, diposal, storage and marking of
1I

polychlorinated biphenyls ( 11 PCB Ban Rule 11 ) , 40 C.F.R. Part 761.-

The

complaint issued by the Director, Waste Management Division, Region V,
United States Environmental Protection Agency {"EPA"), charged Respondent
General Electric Aircraft Engine Group ("General Electric 11 ) with violation
of th e PCB Ba n Rule

by

storing a 55-gallon drum containing PCB contaminated

ma teri al and fiv e 5-gallon cans of PCB liquids in a storage area not complying
with the requirements of the PCB Ban Rule, by failing to mark the storage
area as required by the Rule, by not maintaining records required by the
Rule with respect to the drum and containers, and with not properly disposing of PCBs that were released after a high pressure airline ruptured.
A total penalty of $20,000 was requested, $1,500 for the storage violation,
$500 for the marking violation, $1,000 for the recordkeeping violation and
$17,000 for the disposal violation.

l/

Section 16(a) provides in pertinent part as follows: "(1) Any person
who violates a provision of section 15 shall be liable to the United
States for a civil penalty in an amount not to exceed $25,000 for each
such violation. Each day such violation continues shall, for the purposes
of this subsection, constitute a separate violation of section 15."
TSCA, section 15, makes it unlawful among other acts, for any person to
"(l) fail or refuse to comply with ••• (c) any rule promulgated •••
under section ••• 6."

•
G.-~ne r a l

•
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El rc tric f il ed an <J fl S;.',:; r to the co1np l ai nt .

The i ssues as t o

t he storage, marking, and recor dkee ping violations, howe ver, we re really
def i ne d by a st i pul at i on bet wee n the part i es, acc ordi ng to wh i ch th e char ge
rel ating to th e 5- ga llon cont ain ers was dr opped, the r emaining viol ations
admitted, and as to the requested penalty for them, General Electric disputed
only the ap prop riat eness of the pena lty for the record ke eping violation
2/
. involving the 55-gallon drum.- With respect to the alleged improper disposal,
General Electric denied the violation, asserting that by cleaning up the PCBs
rel eased by the rupture of the airline to a level of l es s th an 50 ppm, it had
complied with the PCB Ban Rule.

General Electric also contended that the

requested penalty for that violation was excessive.
A hear in g was held in \,Jash i ngto n, D. C. on Oct obe r 12, 198 3.

Thereafter,

each party submitted proposed findings of fact, conclusions of law and a
proposed order together with supporting briefs.

On consideration of the

entire record and the submissions of the parties, a penalty of $6,750
is assessed.

The findings, conclusions and reasons for this penalty follow.

All proposed findings and conclusions which are inconsistent with this
decision are rejected.
Findings of Fact
Respondent General Electric is a New York Corporation which at all times
3/
relevant to this action maintained a facility in Cincinnati, Ohio.-

1.

2.

:?:_/

On October 6, 1982, an inspection of the General Electric facility was

See Transcript of Proceedfngs ("Tr.") 4.

3/ According to the complaint, Par. 1, which was not denied by General
Electric, the facility was located in Cincinnati, Ohio. The actual location
appears to have been in Evendale, Ohio, a suburb of Cincinnati. See
Respondent's proposed finding of fact No. 2. In the transcript, the
location is referred to as "Eatondale". See e.g., Tr. 86.

•

•
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conducted by Ohio Environr.1ental Prot ection Agency ernploy ee s as repr esc: nta ti ve s
of the EPA to det ermine compli ance with the PCB San Rule.

Co~plainant's

ExiJ ·i bit 1; Tr. 9.

3.

At the time of the inspection, General Electric maintained one 55-

gall on dr um of PCB solids in a PCB st orage ar ea in Building 705 which was
not curbed as required by 40 C.F.R. 76l.65{b).
4.
•tJas

Answer, Par.l; Tr. 4. ··

At the time of the inspection, the PCB storage area in Building 705
not marked as required by 40 C.F.R. 761.40(e)(l0).

AnS \<Jer, Par. 4;

Tr. 4.
5.

At the time of the inspection, the annual PCB document maintained by

General Electric for the facility did not show the date the 55-gallon
drum of PCB solids was removed from service, the date it was placed in
storage for disposal, and the total weight in kilograms of PCBs as required by 40 C.F.R. 761.180(a).
6.

Answer, Par. 5; Tr. 4.

At the time of the inspection, the EPA inspectors observed an oily

residue on an interior wall and adjoining ceiling in
area used as a machine shop.

Buil~ing

302, in an

The residue was heavier at the top of the

wall and on the ceiling, and lighter at the bottom of the wall, indicating
that the oil had run down the wall.
7.

Tr. 12, 103; Complainant's Exhibit 1.

The inspectors took two swab samples from the wall, one from the

sixth or ninth cinderblock up from the floor, and one from the fourteenth
cinderblock.

The samples were taken by wiping a cotton swab dipped in

hexane, a solvent, over a 100 square centimeter (100 cm2) area marked out
with a template.

4/

Tr. 13-15; Complainant's Exhibit 1.-

4/ While Ms. Sword testified that she took a swab sample from the ninth
cinderblock up from the floor {Tr. 14), the inspection report states that
the sample was taken six blocks from the floor (Complainant's Exhibit 1).
It is immaterial whether it was the sixth or the ninth block.

4
8.

•

Sar:1p le ER 335, t aken 14 blo ck s up f r l:·n th e fl oo r, on analys is,

d·isch: s.~ d

a PCB concentration of 2.2 micrograms/cm2 ( 22 0 ug/100 cm2), and sample ER 336
tak~n

fro :n the block closer to the floor di sc losed a PCB con cent r· 0t lcn of

0.31 micrograms/cm2 (31 ug/100 cm2).

9.

Complainant's Exhibit 1; Tr. 45

Duplicate samples tvere taken by the inspectors from 100 cm2 areas

adjacent to the EPA's sample areas, and given to General Electric.

These

were tested for General Electric by Kettering Laboratories and were reported
to contain 13 and 2.5 parts per million (ppm) PCRs respectively in a 10 ml
5/
hexane solution. Tr. 14; General Electric propose d finding No. 38.10.

The oily residue on the wall and ceiling resulted from the rupture of

a compressor airline in Building 302 on February 17,1982.

The history of

this inci de nt and General Electric's actions with respect to it are as
follows:
A.

The airline rupture spread asbestos insulation on the outside of

the line throughout the area and also sprayed the wall and ceiling in the
vicinity of the ruptured pipe with about two to three quarts of oil that
had accumulated inside the pipe.

Tr. 88, 103; Complainant's Exhibit 5;

Respondent's Exhibit 3.

5/

General Electric as support for the results of the Kettering tests cites
not introduced into evidence but furnished in its prehearing
exchange as "Respondent's Document 2." A document not introduced into
evidence does not consitute evidence and cannot be relied on to support a
finding, unless it is a document that can be officially noticed, which cannot
be said of Document 2. The EPA, however, has not questioned General Electric's
proposed finding that PCBs were present on the wall in the concentrations
stated, but instead has taken the position that even if PCBs were present in
such concentrations, it would still be a violation of the disposal requirements.
See infra at 14, n.25. Accordingly, General Electri~'s proposed finding is
accepted as reliably stating the results of the Kettering test.

a document

•
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B.
sp ill.

General El ectric irn;nediately bega n to clean up the debris from the
At that point it v:as unc\\'c'J.r' e th at the spatter ed oi l

an d directed its efforts to removing the asbes tos.

con tain~;d

PCBs

The cle anu p includ ed

twice wiping down the wall ·on which the oil had sprayed with 1,1 ,1 trichloroethane, a solvent that di ssolves oil.
C.

Tr. 90, 114, 140, 142.

Samples of the oil on the wall were taken immediately after the

airline rupture and before cleanup for possible future use in investigating
the incident.
D.

Tr. 91, 94.

During its investigation of the incident in the three weeks following

the airline rupture, General Electric discovered that PCBs had been used in
the co:npressor

bet~><een

1953 and 1971.

It then took a portion of the oil

samples it had taken before cleanup and submitted them to DuBois Testing
Service and Kettering Laboratory for testing.
E.

Tr. 91.

The results of the tests were reported on March 22, 1982.

analyzed by Kettering Laboratory disclosed 84,460 ppm PCBs.
analyzed by DuBois Testing Service disclosed 60,000 ppm PCBs.

The sample

The sample
Tr. 117;

Respondent•s Exhibits 1 and 2.
F.

When the test reports were received confirming the presence of PCBs

in the oil, General Electric had already disposed of the debris and cleanup
materials in an asbestos landfill, which was not approved for the disposal
of PCBs.
G.

Tr. 116-17.
On March 23 or March 24, 1982, General Electric informed Tom Winston,

Chief of the Southwest District Ohio Office of the State EPA about the disposal
of the PCB contaminated material.

Mr. Winston recommended that General Electric

call the Chief of the Waste Management Branch, EPA, Region V.
H.

Tr. 100, 123, 130.

On March 25, General Electric called EPA, Region V, and was referred to

Mr. David Homer.

The substance of the conversation with Mr. Homer dealt with

G.: n2ra l F. l r:c tric ha ving dispos c'd of t h:::

d ;~ br·is

"the discolored areas \·te re v:iped cl ea n."

In fact, ho\·ieve r, there v1a s

still an oi ly res idue visible on the wa ll.

I.

.Jn d . :J te:,·ials fr o:n the

Res pond ent's Exhibit 3;

Mr. Home r, on being told by General Electric that the amount of

oil disch <-: rg cd h,y the ruptur'e 1.·1a s 2-3 qu ar'ts, and cont ain ed 7% PCB s
(equivalent to 70,000 ppm}, said that the overall concentration in the
debris and cleanup materials was around 20 ppm, and that the EPA would take no
action with res pec t to the disposal of the debris and cl eanu p material.

He

stated, however, that if General Electric found anymore oil that the contractor
had missed, this should be cleaned up and the materials involved be sent to an
Annex I I 1andfi 11.
J.

~o

Tr. 130-131; Complainant s Exhibit 5; Respo ndent s Exhibit 3.
1

1

further cleanup of the wall was done and the oil stains seen by the

EPA inspectors on the wall were what remained from the spill after General
Electric had finished it's asbestos cleanup.
12.

Tr. 114-15.

Subsequent to the issuance of the complaint in this case, General Electric

was advised by the EPA at a settlement conference to under-take a further cleanup of the PCBs on the wall.
13.

Tr. 92,100-01,113-15,117-18.

This second cleanup was done in August 1983.

It required first stripping

the paint from the wall, which had been painted in early 1983, after the EPA's
inspection, as part of a regular maintenance program.
with Spic and Span and Freon, a solvent.
14.

The area was then cleaned

Tr. 82, 92, 143.

After this second cleanup, samples were taken of the affected area which

revealed levels of less than one ppm PCBs.

Tr. 144; Respondent's Exhibit 4.

Discussion and Conclusions
The only contested violation is the charge of improperly disposing of
PCBs discharged by the ruptured airline, specifically with not complying with

•
40 C.F.R. section 76l.60(d).

7

The rel evan t provisi on s a re 76l.60(d)(l) and (2),

which read as f oll ow s:
(d) SPILLS. (l) Sp ills, l eaks, ,an d othe r
uncontrolled discharg es of PCBs constitute
the dis posal of PCBS.
(2) PCBs resulting from th e cl ean -up and
r emoval of spills, le aks, or ot her unco ntrolled discharges, must be stored and
disposed of in accordance with paragraph
(a) of this section.~/

The above provisions have been in effect since September 24, 1982.
Prior thereto the section read in pertinent part as follows:
(d) SPILLS. (1) Spills and other uncontrolled
discharges of PCBs constitute the disposal of
PCRs.
(2) PCBs resulting from spill cl eanup and rem oval
ope ratio1s sh all be st ored and dis pose d of in
accordance with paragraph (a) of this section.
In order to determine if a spill of PCBs has resulted in a contamination level that is 50 ppm
of PCBs or greater in soil, gravel, sludge, fill,
rubble, or other land based substances, the
person who spills PCBs should consult with
the appropriate EPA Regional Administrator
to obtain information on sampling methods
and analytical procedures for determining
the PCB contamination level associated with
the spi 11. Jj
For reasons hereafter explained both the prior and present versions
of section 761.60(d), are relevant to the determination of General Electric•s
liability.

6/

47 Fed. Reg. 37342, 37359 (August 25, 1982).

A third paragraph, 761.60(d)

T3), which provides that the disposal regulations do not exempt persons from

any actions or liability under other statutes, is not claimed to be relevant
to this proceeding.

]_/

40 C.F.R. 761.60(d) (1982).

8

Initially to be dec i ded is 11ha t constitutes an i ii: pr·oper di sp osal unde r
the rule.

General El c. ctric ugues that a sp ill is not per se an i:r.pr ope r
--- - --!}_/
•,:h i 1e it
di s;;os al but b~.: co~> .2 S suc h if it is not 2dequatr~ ly cl t~,>ik d up.
is not at all clear that this is also the position of the EPA, it is clear

that this

bi'O '.Jght if in the opinion of the EPA t he
9/
spill had been adequately cleaned up.- !he question, then, is whether the
c a ~;e

vwuld not hav<.:

br~e n

cleanup of the spill on the wall was "adequate".

General Electric says that

it was because a spill ne ed only be cleaned up to whe re the residue left
contains less than 50 ppm PCBs.

The EPA disagrees and asserts that the

cleanup must be carried to the lowest level below 50 ppm which is practicably
achieveable through the use of normal cleaning procedures, and t hat was not
done here.
In support of its argument, General Electric relies on the following
statement in section 761.1 of the PCB Ban Rule:
***Unless it is otherwise specificlly
provided, the terms PCB and PCBs are used
in this rule to refer to any chemical
substances and combinations of substan-ces
that contain 50 ppm (on a dry weight basis)
or greater of PCBs, as defined in§ 761.3(s),
including any byproduct, intermediate, or
impurity manufactured at any point in a
process. Any chemical substances and combinations of substances that contain less
than 50 ppm PCBs because of any dilution,
shall be included as PCB and PCBs unless
otherwise specifically provided. * * *

§./ Respondent•s brief at 14. Reference in this op1n1on to the "cleaning
up" of a spill means removing the spilled PCBs or material contaminated
with PCBs from the spill site and disposing of them in an acceptable way.

11 Tr. 66-67, 70-71; Complainant•s brief at 20.

9

In t his case , t he evide nce dis cl os es tha t the oil spraye d on th e
co nt ain ed seve ral thousand ppm PCBs.

~a ll

General El ectric accordingly does

not quest i on i t s obli gat i on unde r t he ru l e t o cl ea n up t he sp rayed oil.

It

conten ds, howeve r, tha t t he Age ncy 's ge ne ral po licy exp ress ed in section
761.1, to regul ate only PCBs of 50 ppm or more was also intended to apply
to th e l eve l of cl ean up require d.

The Agen cy ar gue s th at t he exclusion for

PCBs in concentrations of less than 50 ppm does not apply because this is · _
a case where the PCBs were "diluted" by the process of cleaning them off ·
10/

t he wall.-

The ref e rence to dilution in the regu lation 11as to inst anc es

where the PCB concentration is reduced by increasing the volume of the PCB
con t aminated material, either a liquid or a solid, so as to lower the unit
concent r at ion of PCBs per unit of mat erial, and t his also accor ds wit h the
11/
ordinary meaning of dilution.- The EPA's position, accordingly, that reducing the concentration by removing PCBs from the wall was dilution is
rejected.

Examination of the language of sections 761.60(d)(l) and (2)

themselves and their legislative history does disclose, however, that the
50 ppm cut-off does not apply to the clean up of spills of materials or
substances that contain 50 ppm or more PCBs.
Sections 761.60(d) and (d)(2) are in reality two separate provisions.
Section 761.60(d)(l) relates to the spill itself stating that spills and
other uncontrolled discharges constitute the disposal of PCBs.

There is

lQI Complainant's brief at 7-8 •

.!.!_!

See Preamble to PCB Ban Rule, 44 Fed. Reg. 31518, 31521 {May 31, 1979);
See also, Tr. 71, 102. The EPA cites a dictionary definition where "dilution"
is defined to include not only the addition of water or the like but also to
"make fainter", which arguably might include not only the addition of a
"diluent" but also removal of part of the substance. Reply brief at 7. The
most that can be said, however, is that all dictionary definitions of the
word apparently do not agree. See Respondent's reply brief at 5.

10

nothing said about cleanup.

Rt>,l d lit erally, it v;ould ,-:ppear to

ii l " ;~e ~,pills

and uncontrolled dischar ge s ill egal in and of themselves, since they are
not on e of the aut hori; ed foi' ''iS of di spo sal.

s,~cti o n

761. 60 (d)(2)

re-

lat es to the di sposa l of PCSs r·es ulting fr· u;n cle aning up and remo ving the
spilled or disch arged PCBs.

Prior to its a1nend rne nt in 1982 , section 761.60

(d)(2) also contai11ed lJn:Ju;:;ge with respect to det erm ining Vih ether the spill
had resulted in a contamination level of 50 ppm or more.

"Jl./

That langu-a ge,

would appear to refer to the disposal of PCB contaminated materials and not to
a level of cleanup of the spilled PCBs.

In any event, that it was not intended

to set a level of cleanup is made clear from the history of the 1982 amendment.
The EPA originally proposed to amend section 761.60(d) by adding a
provision that \·JOuld req uire that conta;ninated materi al resulting fr o:TJ the
spills, leaks and other uncontrolled discharges be cleaned up to prexisting
background levels of PCBs where there is a risk of exposure to water, human
food, or animal feed, that any , visible signs of PCB contamination must be
13/
removed, and that in all cases cleanup is required to below 50 ppm PCBs.-The EPA, however, did not adopt the proposal and instead, ·deleted the second
sentence of section 761.60(d)(2), which referred to testing to determine the
level of PCB contamination resulting from the spill.

It explained its

action as follows:
The proposal also contained requirements
for cleanup of PCB contamination resulting
from spills, leaks, and other uncontrolled
discharges of PCBs. Comments in response
to these provisions varied. Some comments
stated that a requirement for level of
cleanup should be set, but that cleanup to

~/

See supra

at 7.

_lll

47 Fed. Reg. 17443 (April 22, 1982).

11

a concc:ntration of 50 pp:n '>'las al·.:,-,ys appropriate. Other comments expressed concern
about setting any specific require1,1ents for
level of cleanup at this time and about how
these levels would be determined in the
fi,~ld.
Still other'S Jpprovcd of the standards
set in the proposed rule.
The Agency has decided not to include
langu0ge regarding the requir2d l2vel of cleanup in this final rule. A part of§ 761.20(d)(2)
(formerly§ 76l.lO{d)(2)), which was sometimes
construed as setting a required level of cleanup
has been deleted. }i/
General Electric argues that the Agency's refusal to fix a level of
cleanup shows an intention to require that PCB concentration caused by spill
15/
need only be reduced to a concentration below 50 ppm.-- In fact, however,
the Agency's explanation shows precisely the contrary, namely, that the
Agency was concerned with the undesireability of establishing fixed levels
of cleanup which would be generally applicable to all situations.

Indeed,

its reason for deleting the second sentence in section 761.60(d)(2), was to
dispel any implication that there was any such required level of cleanup.
In sum, nothing in the Agency's action or in the language of section 760.61 (d),
as amended, suggests that the Agency intended to limit the cleanup of spills
to only where the concentration is below 50 ppm.
The reasonable construction of section 761.60(d), as it now reads and
in light of its history, is that the spill itself of PCBs in concentrations
of 50 ppm or more is an improper disposal, and the cleanup is an element of

lil

47 Fed. Reg. 37354 (August 25, 1982).

~/

Respondent's brief at 15.

12

the viol at i on on ly insofar as it is t o he cc:1s idcrcd in d<-:'ter ;:rining the
16/
appropriate penalty in a given case.Groner·al El ect1· ic a rgues that \lithc;•Jt sc:, ":: uhj.ctive cr it 0.:r-ion in the
regu lation fixing a l evel of
vague ness.

JJ_f

clf~antJ p,

tl";e r· egu lati on \·!Ou ld be void for

The regulation, hov1ever, in making a spill illegal

can hardly be called vague .

p_e_c2_~

Nor doe s making the pena lty dependent upon the

circumstances of a particular spill and the efforts made to clean it up
render the regulation too indefinite.

To support its claim that due process

requires that specific levels of cl eanu p mu st be set, General El ectric cit es
cases which deal either with the permissible scope of regulation where First
Amendment rights are concerned or with the specificity of the definition of
18/
a crime.

Suc h cases are not controlling in determining t he scope of

regulations promulgated pursuant to remedial civil legislation such as TSCA.
See Brennan v. Occupational Safety and Health Review Comm., 505 F.2d 869, 872
(lOth Cir. 1974).

Of course, even in civil legislation a party cannot held to

a standard which it cannot reasonably be be expected to know about.

Id at 872.

16/ This construction is consistent with the response which the Agency
made in the preamble to the amended PCB Ban Rule to the comment that
under the amended rule the Agency would charge a party with unauthorized
disposal when PCBs are spilled or leaked during authorized use of electrical
equipment but prompt cleanup is initiated. The Agency said that it will not
charge a party with a disposal violation if the spill or leak occurs during
authorized use of electrical equipment and adequate cleanup measures are
initiated within 48 hours. 47 Fed. Reg. 37354 (August 25, 1982).
}ll

Respondent•s brief at 24-25.

~/

Respondent•s brief at 24-25.

l3

That, ho>·;eve r, is not the cas e

h t~re .

Thr:re is no questi on but th:1 t ""
19/

General Electric,kne\'1 that it must cl ean up spilled PCBs promptly.Contrary to what Genera l Electric cont ends, the EPA is not see king to hold
20/
General Electric to some unpublisherl arb itr'arily determined stcnda rd.--The EPA refers generally to the requirement that spills be cleaned up to
21 I
"backg round" l eve ls.---- The pu rpor t of Dr. Clark's testimony and of his
memorandum on which the EPA relies, however, is that spills be cleaned up
to the lowest level of concentration below 50 ppm PCBs which is practicably
22/
attainable through the us e of normal cleanup :ne thods.- The reco rd in this
case demonstrates that simply by using a household cleaner, Spic and Span,
and an industrial solvent, Freon, General Electric was able to clean up the
PCBs on the wall to a muc h lower l evel of concentration than w~~: was
23/
originally accomplished.- Nor can General Electric's original cleanup be
be taken as a gauge of what would normally be done to clean up PCBs, since
its efforts were directed entirely to the removal of asbestos, and it was only
24/
by happenstance that the PCBs were brought down to a level of below 50 ppm.-In contrast, Dr. Clark testified that the EPA's experience with other companies

~/

Although the cleanup was undertaken to remove asbestos, General Electric
does not deny that there was an obligation under the PCB Ban Rule to also
clean up PCBs.
20/

Respondent's brief at 21-24.

~/

Complainant's brief at 9.

~/

Tr. 42-43; Complainant's Exhibit 4.

23/ See Findings of Fact Nos. 12 and 13. The cleanup also required stripping
paint from the walls, but that resulted from General Electric repainting the
wall after the EPA had inspected the facility. Tr. 148.
~/

See Findings of Fact Nos. lOB - lOF.

14
ha d shG\·in that v1:·1ere the ef for·t v:as s pe cifi cally di1·ected to r e:;o'/al of
PCBs, a level of ab out 10 micrograms per hundred centi met er s squared
25/
co ul d be e as i l y a chi eve d.-General Electric also argues that requiring a cleanup only to
50 ppm is consistent with the policy se emingly e xpressed by the Agency
in its preamb le to the original PCB Ban Rule (40 Fed. Reg. 31514, 31516
(May 31, 1979), that the burden of cleaning up to a lower level outweighed
26/
the risks associated with leaving such PCBs unregulated.-In
r ea ding the prea1n ble, hov-1ever, it is 2v i de nt that the Agency

'·lil S

con cern ed

with the fact that it was technically impossible to eliminate the inadvertent production of PCBs during the manufacturing process, and as the
Age ncy no:ed in its pro2o sed rule,

it

w~ s

also coGc2rn e d with

th~

problem

of regulating the diffuse and extremely numerous PCB sources of concentrations

25/ Tr. 42, Complainant's Exhibit 4. One question in this case which is not
being resolved because it is not necessary for decision, is the appropriate
measurement for the concentration of PCBs on the wall. The EPA uses the ratio
of micrograms of PCBs to the 100 cm2 of the wall area sampled. General Electric
converts the results into ppm by measuring the PCBs wiped off the wall as a
percentage of the 10 ml solvent solution into which the wipe samples were placed.
The concentration so determined would vary with the quantity of solvent solution
used as the denominator of the fraction. See Tr. 28-29, 170-71. The EPA, however,
does not question General Electric's ppm determinations, and it is assumed,
therefore, that they accurately reflect the level of PCB concentration on the
wall and that the final cleanup result achieved of less than 1 ppm was within
the range considered acceptable by the EPA.
~/

Respondent's brief at 18.

15

]]_!
below 50 ppm already present in the

environ~2nt.

There is no indication

that the EPA considered the particular question involved here, namely, how
should the cleanup of spills and other uncontrolled discharges of PCBs in
concentrations of 50 ppm or more be treated.
In promulgating the PCB Ban Rule, the EPA, addressing the question of
what concentrations of PCBs could be considered as significant, stated as
follows:
EPA considered a finite concentration
as the d.::m3.rcation betvJeen "significant" and
"insignificant exposure". The chief reason
for not taking this approach, however, is
that there simply is no rational basis for
selecting any particular exposure level above
zero for the purposes of this regulation. ~CB's
are extremely persistent and ubiquitous in the
en vi ron n::> nt , bi ocon cent r a t e ·"~ nd bi :J ac c; rJ 11 : : -:. ~
within many organisms, inouce a variety of
adverse effects in humans and laboratory mamimals,
and possess no known "no effect" level for some
of these effects. Based on the existing information on the environmental risks associated with
exposure to PCB's (summarized in the Support
Document}, it is apparent that there is no finite
level at which continuing releases in the environment could be regarded as insignificant. Accordingly, the Administrator has determined that any
exposure to PCB's is significant and shall not be
permitted unless explicitly authorized or exempted. 28/

27/ See 43 Fed. Reg. 24804 (June 7, 1978}. See also the discussion of
the 50 ppm cutoff in Environmental Defense Fund v. EPA, 636 F.2d 1267, 12791281 (D.C. Cir. 1980). In that case, the court voided the 50 ppm cutoff
finding that the EPA had not shown that it had sufficiently considered
whether the cutoff provided adequate protection for human health and
the environment. 636 F.2d at 1284.
28/ Preamble to the proposed rule, 43 Fed. Reg. 24805 (June 7, 1978). The
EPA adhered to this reasoning in its final rule. See 44 Fed. Reg. 31518
(May 31, 1979). The concerns expressed about the hazards of any exposure
to PCBs were reiterated in Dr. Clark's testimony: See Tr. 40-42.
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In vi ei'-J of t he po licy exp resse d th er ein, t he 50 ppm cu t off sh ould not
I

be construed as applying to situations which result in adding PCBs to the
e nvironment unl es s i t is clear that the EPA so inten de d.

Her e it is neith e r

clear from the spill provisions t hems elves nor from their history that the
EPA inten ded this result.
Accordi ngly, it is concl uded that t he spilled PCBs found on the wall
at the time of inspection had not been disposed of in accordance with the
29/
requirements of 40 C.F.R. 761.60(d).-_Th~_e_!la 1!X_

The statutory criteria for assessing penalties under TSCA, section l6(a)
are listed in se ction l6(a)(2)(B), 15 U.S.C. 2615(a)(2)(B), whi ch provides
as fol1oi'IS:

In determining the amount of a civil penalty, the Ad ministrator
shall take into account the nature, circumstances, extent, and
gravity of the violation or violations and, with respect to the
violator, ability to pay, effect on ability to continue to do
business, any history of prior such violations, the degree of
culpablity, and such other matters as justice may require.
To provide guidance on the assessment of penalties under section 16,
the EPA enforcement staff has issued guidelines setting forth the general
policies it will follow and has supplemented these guidelines with a
30/
specific policy for assessing penalties for violations relating to PCBs.--

The EPA has claimed no violation with respect to the spilled PCBs which
were cleaned up and disposed of in the asbestos landfill. This is undoubtedly
in accordance with the advice given by the EPA to General Electric that it
would take no action with respect to that disposal. See Complainant's
Exhibit 5; Respondent's Exhibit 3.

~/

30/ See 45 Fed. Reg. 59770-59783 (September 10, 1983). The guidelines and
penalty policy are also included in the record as Complainant's Exhibit 3.
Reference, however, will be to the Federal Register pages.
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The procedural r,ules for these proceedings require that I consider the
I

guidelines and PCB penalty policy in determining the appropriate penalty,
an d t ha t if I assess a p2na lty diff e rent in amou nt from that proposed in
31

I

the complaint, I must give my reasons therefore.-The PCB pena lty policy uses a ma trix to establish an initial penalty
based on the nature, extent, circumstances, and gravity of the violation.
The initial penalty can then be adjusted upwards or downwards depending
upon consideration of the other statutory fActors,

j_.~.

culpability,

history of such violations, ability to pay, ability to continue in business,
32/
and such other matters as justice may require.-For the violations charged in the four counts of the con;p laint, the
EPA has requested a total penalty of $20,000, broken

do~n

as

follo~s:

A

penalty of $1,500 for improper storage (Count I), $500 for improper marking
(Count II), $1,000 for improper recordkeeping (Count III), and $17,000 for
improper disposal (Count IV).

The only penalties questioned by General

Electric as excessive are the $1,000 penalty for improper marking and $17,000
33/
for improper disposal.-- General Electric has not, however, raised any issue
with respect to its ability to pay such penalties or claimed that payment
would adversely affect its ability to continue in business.
The improper recordkeeping violation concerned General Electric's failure
to show the date on which one 55-gallon drum of PCB solids was removed from
service, the date it was placed in storage for disposal, and the total

llJ 40 C.F.R.

22.27(b).

~/

45 Fed. Reg. 59777.

}l/

Respondent's brief at 2.
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) 34/
weight in kilograms of PCBs.--

The EPA classifi ed this as a major re cord-

keeping violati on (in ass essing the pro bability of causing damag e ), but of
35/
mino r ext ent beca use of t he r elat i ve ly sma ll a:.< ount of PCBs in vol ve d.-General Electric claims that the penalty is excessive since the drum itself
and its cont ents were identifi ed, th ey we re only a small part of the PCBs
handled, and General Electric did comply with respect to the other PCBS
36/
handled by it.-The infor ma tion in the annual doc ument is req uired to as s ist the EPA
in determining compliance with PCB requirements and to assist owners and
operators in maintaining effective inventory control of PCBs and insuring
37/
tim ely di s posal.It seems self-evid ent th at th e da t e a PCB c o'":t ainer
has bee n re n1oved f rorri s er vi ce and th e date it has been pl ac ed i n st or ag e
for disposal are important for both the EPA and General Electric in
determining whether it was being handled in accordance with the PCB Ban
38/
Rule's requirements.-- The weight of the PCBs in kilograms is also
important in determining whether all quantities of PCBs shown in the annual
report have been accounted for.

l±l

Consequently, the violation was properly

Finding of Fact No. 5.

35/ Complainant's Exhibit 10.
~/

Respondent's brief at 10-11.

37/ See preamble to proposed disposal and marking rule, 42 Fed. Reg.
26570 (May 24, 1977); Bell and Howell Co., (TSCA-V-C-033, 034, 035)
(Final Decision, December 2, 1983) at 8.
38/ The PCB Ban Rule, for example, has different disposal requirements for
PCB containers stored before January l, 1983, than for those stored
afterwards. 40 C.F.R. 761.65(a). Also the date a PCB container has been
removed from service is important in determining wh ether the temporary
storage requirements have been complied with. See 40 C.F.R. 761.65(c)(l).
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cladsified as a ~ ajar recordk eeping violation.

It is true as Gene ral Electric

J

points out, that the penalty

gives as an exa mple of a minor recor dkc eping
39/
violation the "omission of the ddte of tran sf ers of PCBs ...- Th e re
pol~cy

is no reason to assume from this that the EPA would also consider the
omission of the total weight of PCBs as minor.
questionable whether this

wa~

Further, it is highly

intended to refer to the omission of such

significant information as the dates of removal of an item from service
and of placing it in storage.

In fact, there is no reference to the

"transfers 11 of PCBs in the records required of ovmers and operators of
facilities, although there is such a reference in the records required
40/
from disposal and storage facilities.-I al so fin d that Ge neral Electric has not sh m·m a ny r eas Jn \;.• v th e initial

penalty set by the penalty policy should be reduced because of any mitigating
circumstances.

No explanation for omitting the information is given other than

one which General Electric makes for the first time in its brief that the
drum was used to hold PCB contaminated items from transformer servicing and
41 I
cleanup that occurred periodically.-- Assuming this is true, perhaps some
variation in the way the information was reported in the annual document
might have been in order.

It would not justify omitting all information about

the dates the PCBs were removed from service or stored for disposal, which is
what General Electric appears to have done.
I find, accordingly, that $1,000 is the appropriate penalty for the
recordkeeping violation.

l11

General Electric's brief at 11.

40/

See section 76l.80(b)(2).

i!_/

Respondent's brief at 10.

See 45 Fed. Reg. 59780.

?. 0

With respect to the disposal viol ation, the EPA cl as sifi es the violation
as significant in ext ent of potential dama ge and at th e hi ghest level in
42/
t e 1~m s of pro bability of da !ilage.The significant category was arrived by
estimating that the contaminated area of wall was between 150 square feet
43/
and 750 sq •Jare f ee t.Unde r t he p;2n alty policy all dispos al vi ol ations Me
44/
assigned the highest level, i.e. considered as most likely to cause damage.-The category into which the violation falls is based upon both the
concentration of PCBs and the amount.

The EPA consirl e red only the extent

of the contaminated wall and that it was located in an oc cupi ed work area,
45/
but did not attempt to ascertain exactly how much PCBs were involved.Gene ra l El ectric correc tl y poin ts out th i1 t oy so doing , thr:: E?A " as not
j6/

prope rly applyi ng th e pc:r. aity policy.

~t;e

r.ol·icy stat c: s tha: ,:-, en

different measurements of quantity would result in a particular violation
falling into more than one category, the category should be determined by
47/
the actual weight in kilograms if this information is known.-The EPA
48/
argues that it had no way to reliably measure the weight of PCBs involved.-I find, however, that that argument is not supported by the record and

~/

Complainant's Exhibit 10.

43/

Tr. 66.

44/ 45 Fed. Reg. 59778. See also explanation for levels of probability of
damage in the TSCA guidelines, 45 Fed. Reg. 59772.
45/

Tr. 67-68, 73-74, 77.

~/

Respondent's brief at 27-2R.

ill

45 Fed. Reg. 59779.

~8/

Complainant's reply brief at 11.
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that there was information from which the EPA could have ascertained the
weight in kilograms for purpose of

deten~ining

the proper penalty matrix.

m.:1de by General Electric at the time of the spill indicat \::d tiBt
49/
less than ten pounds of oil containing about 75,000 ppm PCBs were spilled.-i~easur e 1nents

This would amount to a quantity considerably below the 1,000 kilogram l evel
50/
which separates the minor from the significant category.-- The quantity of
PCBs not originally cleaned up would be even smaller and probably very much
51 I
smaller, given the concentration found on the wall of of 13 ppm.-- True
there is t he p,)ssibility that so:ne of the PC Bs r1ay ha·Je vol atili ze d bet \..;e en
March 1982, when the original cleanup was completed, and October 1982, when
52/
the inspecti on occurred.-Nevertheless. the conc entration of PCBs
:--2 :o. :n:! 1ng

49/

on

t i:e

i. a1l after the o:--1g i nai c1c:anup

Tr. 92-94; Complainant's Exhibit 5.

\ .'2S

st i ll unrlJub:.2dly

·i1 'JC rt

In its conversation with Mr. Homer

Of the EPA, General Electric stated that it estimated the amount of oil

spilled to be two to three quarts. Complainant's Exhibit 5. The quantity
categories in the penalty policy are based on the assumption of an average
density of PCB fluids of 10 lbs. per gallon. 45 Fed. Reg. 59779. Using that
assumption, the spill would have amounted to between 5 and 7.5 pounds of oil.
50/ 45 Fed. Reg. 59777. One pound is approximately equal to 0.45 kilograms.
See U.S. Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, NBS Letter
Circular 1051, Rev. Sept. 1976.
~/

Finding of Fact No. 9.

52/ Ms. McKinley testified that there would be no volatilization of PCBs
hecause of their low vapor pressure. Tr. 99-100. Dr. Clark pointed out,
however, that also affecting the ability of PCBs to volatilize besides their
vapor pressure is the extent of surface area exposed and the size of environment. Tr. 49.
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closer to that f ound at the ti me of i nsp ection, than to the original
concentration of 75,000 ppm.

~/

While it would seem more logical to measure

' the extent of potential damage by the quantity of PCBs not cl ean ed up r·ath e r
than by the original quantity spilled, that question need not be resolved
since in either case the quantity was less than 1,000 kilograms.
The burden is on the E?A to prove that its proposed penalty is
54/
appropriate.-- Here the EPA seeks to justify its penalty on the grounds that
it is in accord with the penalty policy.

I find, ho·sever, that under the

pena lty policy, this vi olation should be cl ass ified as mino r in exte nt of
potential damage, rather than significant, and as such, the initially determined
55/
penalty should be $5 ,000 and not $17,000.-I also find that there are

111i t i ·~at ing

c~rcc:st3nc es

duction in the initially determined penalty.

.·::rich

j ust ify a r :.:-

The TSCA penalty guidelines

in accordance with the statutory standard, provide that consideration may also
be given to the violator's culpability, or lack thereof, which includes the
violator's knowledge of the potential hazards of its conduct and its
56/
attitude.-- The EPA would appear to characterize the violation as one
57/
evidencing total disregard of the law and of the inherent dangers of PCB.--

Although General Electric was mistaken as to its obligation under the rules
with respect to cleaning up spills, the circumstances do not support the EPA's

221

The EPA does not dispute that the original cleanup resulted in removing
some of the spilled PCBs. Also, it seems clear that PCBs are not highly
volatile. Tr. 49, 99-100.
54/

40 C.F.R. 22.24.

~/

45 Fed. Reg. 59777.

~/

45 Fed. Reg. 59773.

57/

Complainant's brief at 21.

·'
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characterization of General Electric's conduct.

In view of the treat me nt in

the PCB Ban Rule of PCBs in conc entr ations of less than 50 ppm, Ge neral Electric
did have some basis for assuming that it Ha s under no oblig ation to cl ean up
the residue left on the wall after the original cleanup.

So far as I know, this

is the first case to squ arely consider the question of whether the 50 ppm cut-off
58/
applies to the cleanup of spills.-· Also to be considered is that General
Electric on being requested to further cleanup the wall did so and brought the
remaini ng PCBs down to a l evel f ou nd s atisf ac tory by the EPA.
The penalty policy would apparently allow no downward adjustment for a
violator who lacked sufficient knowledge of the potential hazard created by his
con duct, unl ess he also l a cked co ntrol over the sit llat ion to p; ::ve nt occ urence
59/
of t he vi ol at ion.
I am not sur e th at that language i s ne cessa r i ly app li cab le
to a situation where the violator's belief that its conduct did not create a
potential hazard has some basis for it, as appears to be the case here.

Con-

sequently, taking into account both General Electric's reasons for not cleaning
up the spill completely and the fact that it acted promptly and thoroughly to
correct the violation, I find that the initially determined penalty should be
reduced 25% and that $3,750, is the appropriate penalty for this violation.

58/ The EPA brief at 8, cites language in Judge Jones• opinion in Electric
service Co., TSCA-V-C-024 (Initial Decision, August 10, 1982), at 25, to the
effect that where a discharge of over 50 ppm PCBs occurs, contamination which
through the process of dilution, reduces the level to below 50 ppm, is still
regulated by the PCB Ban Rule. The case, however, does not appear to have
dealt the question of whether reducing the concentration of PCBs by removing
them in a cleanup constitutes dilution.
59/

45 Fed. Reg. 59773.

•
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Acc ordingly, it is concluded th at a total penalty of $6,750, sh ould be
as s ess ed for t he violations found in this case.
ORDER

§ill

Pursuant to section l6(a) of the Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C.
2615(a)), a civil penalty of $6,750 is he reby ass ess ed agai nst Responde nt
General Electric Aircraft Engine Group, for the violations of the Act found
herein.
Pa:y ~ne n t

of the full c:lOUrt t of t he civil pe nalty assess ed s hall be made

within sixty (60) days of the service of the final order upon Respondent by
f orwardin g to th e Regi onal Hea rin g Cl e rk a cas hi e r's chec k or certifi ed check
+- ;., ..
l- · ·::

G~d~
Administrative Law Judge

January 27, 1984

60/ Unless an appeal is taken pursuant to section 22.30 of the rules of
practice or the Administrator elects to review this decision on his/her
own motion, the Initial Decision shall become the final order of the
Administrator (See 40 C.F . R. 22.27(c)).

